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. I actually’ve always been thinking about the mind/body connection and also have tried to make use of
some of the suggestions in this publication throughout my entire life (self talk, workout, eating very well)
but Healthy Brain Healthy Body lays out a thorough and actionable set of lifestyle changes that I hadn’t
considered. The main element messages I took away from this book-start with small changes, stay the
program, refer back to the book if you fall off the wagon! I'll share this reserve with both my teens (to
greatly help them create great behaviors) and my parents (to remind them to stay the course-there is
scientific evidence on how best to live a long healthy life! The book is well written and makes you think
about . It includes a multitude of medical, nutritional, emotional and psychological information within an clear
to see manner. Only a few are prevention of illnesses, healthy weight loss, medical tests to have and avoid,
strategies for a fuller and happy emotional life, utilizing the mind to help create positive behavioral changes
and so much more. I recommend this reserve to anyone who wants a wholesome and happier life. Evan
Can’t Wait Dr. A truly outstanding publication of concise, well crafted, up to date and highly relevant
medical info. This easy to understand book sums it all up, and gives great advice on living the healthiest
lifestyle you can live. Lipkis includes a unique strategy to the mind body relationship and has presented it all
in a short an easy task to read/understand book While most of us have only 1 life on this earth many of
us take that for granted. As a physician, furthermore to reading technical info, journals, studies and texts,
I appear at a lot of info written for people who are not physicians. I had to check to make sure the
author wasn’t Captain obvious. An important book to learn to maintain a wholesome mind and body. Dr.
Lipkis utilizes his a long time of practicing medicine to provide this perfectly written and easy to read book.
He provides very important information on lifestyle choices including maintaining a healthy diet, getting
sufficient sleep each night, good dental hygiene, annual physicals, etc. He emphasizes the significance of
minimizing stress inside our everyday lives to help maintain a sound body. The chapter on the importance of
immunizations is quite enlightening and really should be followed by everyone. I highly recommend this
reserve to everyone from teenager to senior. It reminds us of the many routine tests that people are
fortunate to supply to us in our country What a great resource for those of us who care about not
merely the length of our lives but the quality too! It had been written with great intentions though. It
reminds us of the many routine tests that we are fortunate to supply to us in our country. Lipkis is
extremely knowledgeable. Overall, I recommend this book. It is just too great to pass up! medical tests)
that will assist us make good decisions in our lives Appropriately written for the average person, Dr. Browse
his books and newsletter. He deserves your interest. Evan Lipkis. That is among the best sources of
information I've seen. others who need a refresher training course. Lipkis includes a unique approach to
the mind body romantic relationship and has offered it in a short easy to read/understand book. A Great
Motivator FOR EVERYONE Health Conscious or Not! That is a readable, humorous run down on how to
remain healthy for those who aspire to better health & Dr. I’m a health enthusiast and appreciated
learning even more about self care from Dr. The nice doctor makes that essential point eminently apparent
and displays us how we can perform our part in attaining that objective.A wonderful gift that may inspire &
show people how exactly to team up with their doctor for a better level of care. OUTSTANDING UP-TODATE INFORMATION! Lipkis can’t wait to greatly help people live better, healthier lives. Our health and
wellness is a combined work of doctors and ourselves. Lipkis provides details and tips about the essential
components of our lifestyle (diet plan, stress, exercise, sleep, medicines, medical tests) that can help us
make great decisions inside our lives. Ok Book I thought this book was filled with a lot of just general good
sense. Don’t smoke, don’t beverage, don’t do drugs, don’t text message while driving. I highly recommend
this reserve to any young person or adult who would like the latest & most accurate information on how
to become as healthy and happy as you can be. This book isn't lengthy but lays out a digital checklist for
taking treatment of ourselves chapter by chapter. Hopefully it can help someone down a wholesome path.
Good to know! Dr. The reserve also wisely provides many solutions to increase our condition of joy, as this

too is a big component of our well being.) A Unique Guide to Health insurance and Happiness EASILY could
give this remarkable little gem a lot more than five stars, I would.Insightful read for most ages! I
ultimately skimmed through the finish As a fellow doctor this publication provides great up to date
information for myself and for patients As a fellow doctor this reserve provides great up-to-date
information for myself and for individuals. The book is well crafted and makes you consider what you don't
know as well as what you think you do know. Was Ok Mainly about keeping up with medical tests, office
visits, and etc. It had been fsirly common sense if you ask me.. A trusted and fact checked guide
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